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[Undis_E07_Police_Notes_from_Jenn_s_Interview2-26-99.pdf is equivalent to MPIA 158-161 - a coversheet 
from an interview with Jenn P, and 3 pages of MacGillivary's notes from an interview of Jennifer P]

[First page - cover sheet]

Jennifer P. Nickname Jen
W/F/18 [address, phone number etc]
UMBC Freshman
Employer: Heartlands, Rogers Ave, Ho Co.
[signed by MacGillivary only]

[end of page]

[Second page - handwritten notes]

W/F/17 Amber W [redacted] Woodbridge Valley NFI  
B/F/17 Stephany [sic] M, No email, Woodbridge Valley [phone no]
B/F/17 Aeisha [sic] 
W/F/17 Becky, Woodbridge Valley [phone no]

Ryan L [surname, address, email and phone number redacted]
Imran H [surname redacted] Southridge Rd
Adnan A [surname redacted] Woodridge Valley

Jay Wilds, Rich Ave, [phone #]
No e-mail
Southwest Video - Southwestern Blvd [phone #]
F+M Rt 40 - T/P [illegible]
[arrow between Jay and Stephanie - labelled] boyfriend g-friend

Nicole P[redacted] - told Jennifer that she had been strangled

1 [as a page number]

[end of page]

[illegible]  Thurs 14 Jan 99 10-11
Champs Sports Bar Balt. Nat. Pike 
Toys "R" Us w/ Jay
- Week later

Nicole P[name address] Blvd
Elkridge [phone]



Josh J[name, address], Garlands ++++
6-30 - JAG Industries
7.00 North and Aisquith [sp?]
7.15 Pressier [sp?] Research
7.30 Building
     School Brother
     Catonsville Alternative
7.40 Rolling Road / Catonsville
9 AM Heartlands
12 AM  Got off
12.30-1PM 
--->
4.30 - Picks up Mother
5.30   Picks up Dad
6-630 - 

2 [as a page number]

[end of page]

Mark Anthony Pusateri
M/W/15 [Date of birth in1983]

3 [as a page number]

[end of page]

[the transcript of Jen's 27 feb 99, 345 pm (with lawyer and mother) contains similar daily driving timings 
and movements to those Jen described above, but doesn't include all of the placenames or details (pages 
4-6). Similarly, Jay and F+M (but not SouthWest Video) are on p24-25, and Champs and Nicole P are 
mentioned on pages 25-27, and Josh on p29 but *not* Josh's address or any of Amber, Ryan, Imran or 
Adnan A's details. ]

[Which interview are these notes from?

We know Jen was interviewed at least 5 times. 
* 2/26/99 (per progress report MPIA----064), 
* twice on 2/27/99 (once at attorney's house -no known records, later at Homicide office - taped as 
above, per progress reports MPIA----066 and 068), 
* again by Ritz alone on 3/3 (per progress report MPIA-LN-073) 
* and on 3/04/99 at Baltimore SA office with atty Fowley again. 

These notes could plausibly be from any of those 5 interviews, bar the 3rd transcribed one which can't 
match. Although the position in the police file after the 26/2 cover sheet suggests this is from the first 
interview, I think this is more likely from the first interview on 2/27/99 at attorney James Fowley's house in 
Baltimore County because a) on p 29 of the transcribed interview MacGillivary prompts Jen that she 
mentioned Josh during an earlier interview and b) the subjects discussed here match that 27/2 transcribed 
interview closely, as if detectives were ensuring that the important details from that earlier, off-the-record 
interview were on tape and c) in the very first 26/2 interview, Jen "was able to provide little information" let 
alone about Josh's address.


